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The ABCs of
Support 
How to help without hurting 



We all benefit by
reaching out and helping
others...
LES BROWN



Mental Illness is Tough

PEOPLE WHO JUST WANT TO
HELP

 

PEOPLE WHO CARE 
 

That's why it's so important to have
supportive people like YOU! 



But
sometimes...
helping can
hurt...



Wait? Why? I'm
just trying to
help!



Because what helps you as a
neurotypical person isn't
necessarily what helps people
with mental illness...



People struggling with severe 
mental illness need special care
 
They're often dealing with: 
 

1. Very low energy
2. Mental and physical exhaustion
3. Zero motivation 
4. Isolationist tendencies 
5. Low self worth 
6. Feelings of guilt
 

 
SO it's important to MEET PEOPLE AT
THEIR LEVEL if you want to help
them, otherwise you will most likely
make things worse. 
 
 
So how can you properly support
someone going through chronic and
severe mental illness? 

 



Never fear! We've
created the ABCs of
Support to help you! 



A
is for...

Acceptance 

Accept what your loved one is feeling without
trying to change their bad or sad mood.



B
is for...

Boundaries

Set realistic boundaries for yourself and your
loved one. It keeps you mentally healthy while you

care for them.



C
is for...
Chores

Do simple chores or errands for your friend or
loved one. It can make a huge difference.



D
is for...

Distraction

 Do a low energy activity with your loved one to
distract them from overthinking.



E
is for...
Extra

Communication
 Reach out to your friend on a more regular basis

than usual. Check on them as you would someone
with the flu. 



F
is for...

Friendship
 

Be a good friend; it's more powerful than you'd
think.



G
is for...

Getting to
Appointments

Offer your loved one a ride to and from doctor's
and therapist appointments 



H
is for...

Holding Space
 

Be there for them without trying to change their
mood. Just sit next to them and listen. 



I
is for...

Impossible Task
 
 

Offer help with "The Impossible Task" - usually
something simple but important your loved one
has been procrastinating on because depression.
Like sweeping the floor or filling a prescription.



J
is for...

Just Listen
 

Don't offer advice or try to change their mood.
Listen to listen not to respond



K
is for...

Keep Trying

Keep inviting your friend to things, even if they
decline. Never force them but always try to

include them.



L
is for...

Low Energy
Activities

Come over and watch a movie, order pizza, go for
a walk, sit and draw, play video games together.

Do fun things that don't require much social
interaction or pressure.



M
is for...

Making Food

Make your loved one's favorite meal or bring food
over to your neighbor. Cooking is an Impossible

Task for most depressed people.



N
is for...

No Pressure

Gently encourage your loved one to seek help,
never demand or guilt-trip them. The more

pressure you add, the worse it will get.



O
is for...

Ongoing
 
 Continue supporting your loved one especially

after crisis has passed, this is actually when
they're most vulnerable to relapse.



P
is for...

Patience 

Be patient with your loved one. Depression lies
and makes them push you away.



Q
is for...

Quality Time

Spend time with your friend. Just having someone
around is a great counter to the isolation and

loneliness mental illness brings.



R
is for...

Remember
 Remember, underneath all the sadness and bad

behavior - this is a person you love who is hurting.
Remember it's not them, it's the illness.



S
is for...

Sushi Roll 
 

Let your loved one have time to "Sushi Roll" or just
hide from the world (usually in a blanket burrito).



T
is for...
Talking

Let your love one talk about it if they want. If they
don't that's okay too, tell them you'll be there

when they feel ready. 



U
is for...

Understanding

Research your loved one's condition and how it
affects them...and you.



V
is for...

Vulnerablity

Be open and vulnerable with your friend and allow
them to do the same with you.



W
is for...

Wonder

Ask how your friend is feeling, check in on them,
wonder if they are okay or not.



X
is for...
Xerox

No seriously. Do administrative things like filling
out paperwork and making copies for your friend.



Y
is for...
You

 
Take care of yourself first. You can't help your

loved one if you're stressed to the max.



Z
is for...
Zen 

Stay calm, don't react if your loved one is
experiencing bad behavior due to depression


